
TALKROUND 

All riders exit and return to the Venue via the railway line link. 

Those doing the long route then go right to CP1 and return past the end of the link to the 

Venue and on to point A and CP2. 

Those doing the shorter route go left from the Venue link towards point A and then CP2. 

Venue to CP1 – Long Ride  

Exit from the Venue along the link  towards the railway line; keep bearing right (towards 

Worsbrough) 

Follow the railway line, cross one road but at the second road crossing go left – CP1 

Go down the hill, over the bridge and take the track to the right. 

Follow this distinct enclosed path right to the top. At the T junction go left. Again, follow a distinct 

fenced path up the hill. After the bends and the woodlands on your left, look for a path going 

left. Watch out for ruts hidden by the grass. Follow the distinct track along and then back into 

the woods, next to a stream, across a field into an enclosed lane. This brings you back to the 

bridge, turn right over the bridge and back up to CP1, rejoin the railway this time going right. 

Again cross one road, go under a high railway arch and past the link to the Venue (Aldham).  

Venue to CP2 – All riders 

Exit the Venue left (or pass the Venue), follow the line over the road bridge and then shortly 

after the bridge go left onto another disused line. 

A section of the route has been diverted slightly and is no longer a straight line but it is very 

easy to follow! The route then rejoins the old railway and runs parallel to the A633 (Tesco) but is 

completely separate from the road. 

Go past McDonalds and then go right immediately after the bridge, take care there is a road 

crossing at the bottom of this slope and it is a 2way section. There is a steward at this crossing. 

Across the road, follow the dirt Trail slightly to the right, which goes up and down in places! 

After about 1km there is a ‘crossroads’(***) but continue straight on towards LUNDWOOD. This 

section can be busy. Pass the sewerage works and down to the road, go RIGHT. Follow this 

road which becomes a bridleway track  for about 1km. Look for the old railway line crossing 

point, go right back onto the railway line. Continue along the old line over the very wide viaduct,  

following the bridleway route back to the crossing stewards. Cross the road, with care. 

At the top of the slope go left, and follow the Trail straight on until you reach a road crossing – 

this is CP2. Do not cross the road, instead turn round and retrace your steps. Look for the 

signs for the TPT to Worsborough on the left.  Don’t overshoot or miss this turn (or you will end 

up back at Tescos!), after approx. 1/2km the track splits, bear right and then take the track on 

the right, back to the Venue. 

Enjoy your ride                                                  Emergency No: 07845975612 


